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Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

Fwd: Harrassment log Posts 
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leslie williams <lesliew21@gmail.com> Mon, Apr 9, 2018 at 11:15 AM
To: Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: leslie williams <lesliew21@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Nov 7, 2010 at 2:43 PM 
Subject: Harrassment log Posts 
To: lesliew21@gmail.com 
 
 
-------------------this has more to do Fusion Centers and their technologies then with  
Quuntum string theory fusing with our presence-GangStalkers people we  
dont KNow apepar in our present time space time curvature and the  
information they know  about us that they readvertize around us is not  
a mystic vampire this are well connected loose groups run by2-3 high  
level hosts-that have physically infiltrated our lives by connecting  
to our lives-Their a Difference to PTSD even Complex PTSD/memeries and  
current experiences that are created to not only  remind us about our  
pasts they are physical people who somehow taped into our brains which  
is poosiible thru neor science and tehy also did a physchological  
profile and have obtained record's medical and mental and utilize this  
information to devlop terror schemes/using these schemes combined with  
technology that Fusion centers have to make us feel their isnt more to  
this that what you cant figure out-I know alot about string theory  
quuntum mechanic's radio frequencies Astro physic's and the elsticity  
of our bioelectrical brains that literally cann be tapped into to make  
us feel that our experiences are mysical-Ive done alot of reading-The  
Wecyou technology enables them to literally be used in conjunction  
with either audio/visual implants in the audio visual cortex to  
literally use the frequncie of the implant to transmit virtual reality  
dreams that appear real or to transmitted a recoreded crime thats been  
perpetrated to you that was recordeed by them while they did it to you-  
Trust me/trauma is a aasset of their because they can control a  
traumatized mind better than one that is not because of dissacotiation  
but the parrallel universes are not in play hear technology that was  
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developed and is at least being tested is.  
Leslie Williams
 
 
"Those who would give up essential liberty to purchase a little 
temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety". 
--Benjamin Franklin-- 
You whouldnt belive what I give up to fight back-See I get engaged 
strategically with them-I deliberatley tighten the noose on the 
effects of their tactics to make them anxious/basic Psychology 
dictates when a person/ Group is faced with a immediate situation 
Gognitive abilities are strained and since their assests are covert I 
treat them as their limitations,they can only do so much/see if you 
tighten the noose then aplly Logic and probabilities to their limited 
options of having to act covertley they will use more open 
GangStalking/they bought it I ended up homeless but can prove they did 
it deliberatley and can now again prove 2 additional falsified Poice 
reports the Dearborn Police Made,in connection to the apartment I 
had.See Documentation is better than silent sufferring,and even though 
homelessness has its stresses-its is also a felonie to cause someones 
homelessness in this fashion-Us Ti's have to as Bold as the 
GangStalkers-Im not a victim no matter they do to me/its in my DNA to 
think this way I cant help it/And what was cool about it is I had what 
they did predicted on Digital Files and Notaries and blogs a few 
months prior to me beiggining to tighten the noose/and they fell 
directley into the trap i predicted everything except the Dearborn 
Police Falsifiying the Police reports I made about my apartment being 
enetred 
But I predicted in detail how'd they'd created the homelessness/this 
new evidence is then synthesized to ALL the other evidence that is 
EXTREMLEY overwhelming,im mean real proof the undisputable kind 
Im just waiting for the right time and the right avenue to get them to 
do a couple of things im sure they'll try again 
See in my case this is about control and cover up of whats happened I 
know it and they know because they are aware of 80% of what i got,this 
80 % alone in the right hands could literally expose the 7 year non 
stop torture of a Learning Disabled woman in Dearborn Mi and teh 
People who initiated it and the people who aided and abbed in covering 
it up/Prosecutors,judges Police Fire Personnel Hospital 
personel,prominant members of the Dearborn Community Interstate 
stalking and aiding and abbeding by the California police and its 
interstate ties to what happened in dearborn and who its connected to/ 
and Govenor Granholm who did nothing after she was notified 
My name is Lelsie Karen Williams,and i will never ever let anyone ever 
tell me what happened to me and my life should be a crime these people 
should be able to walk away free from 
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PS Lets all also remember all of our neighboring TI's and Leslie 
Crawford of Detroit who the GangStalkers have intercepted email's from 
me to her-She my current geographical fellow Ti i tryed to contact 
thru the contact email on the contact list on Freedomfchs.com 
Thanks for listining 
Dearborn Michigan 
Leslie Williams 
God Bless
 
Todays date is October 22 2010-Last night was the 2'nd night I spent in my tent--Im still preparing to move- to another state,They are all over me at this camp site
again as usual-this morning I woke up around 6:45 AM and couldnt fall back asleep-i belive it was because of whatever electronic stuff they got because i was
wide awake after only 4 1/2 hours sleep and my legs were twitching constantley/then i did some coordinating of my clothes tried to watch a movie on my portable
DVD Player which they shut down"They always either wait until after i start watching it or after im 1/2 way into the movie,so I decided to go back to sleep"TRY
to,and I did about 2 hours later I woke up and someone was breathing extremley loud and heavy right weir my head was lying,at first my body reacted in a almost
violent startle response then I realized it was just the it'e'it's and just decided to get up. 
These GangStalking are constantley using Voice to sckull to transmit intimidating dialog about me camping,and when they invoke episodic memorie's they taunt
me concerning them. 
I believe I have multiple implants.They are as follows 1 in my neck on the left side,one in my right nasal passage,at least 1 in one of my legs,i constantley break
out in rashes and hives and im always ithching sometime the itching is so bad on my scalp i feel like im ready to pull my hair out,their is also inchting on all parts
of my body especially the scalp and arms,I have awakined before to my right arm moving up into the air involuntary that happined in late june,its like my arm was
dancing all by itself,this happened when i was a kid also,I am having memories of things that im finding out are connected to Masonic Symbols,once I drew a
picture for a therapist at Eastwood clinic of something i told her i kept seeing in my early childhood it was a circle with a dot in the middle,last month i found it is a
masonic symbol,and it was around this same time period in my childhood i used to get up and hide all night long either next to my dresser or under the bed
shaking with intense fear all night long. 
Thats all I remeber concerning these specific memories, I remeber my sister screaming out of her mind a couple of times,I remeber as I got older they'd have to
come and get me out of my bedroom closet wheir I was hiding "dinner time had arrived"and thats how I remeber being asked to come out,I also used to hide in
closets and the basements in middle school,during these epeisodes i'd  tie pouches to the inside of my winter coats and put canned goods in them and stay their
all day I eventually got caught,I remember watching TV when I was little and on occassion i noticed my right arm being straight up in the air,I dont rember any
actual Masonic involvement as far as my family is concerned but I do belive it with every fiber of my being because of the Deliberate abuse and how my mother
orchestrated freindship's for me to develop with the Druggies in the Neighborhood then she'd abuse me because i made freinds with a few-It was to get me to run
to the drugs they were dealing thru their very close associates she did the same thing to my sister and eventually to my younger brother,and she used both my
older brother and later my sister to stalk me to stress me into continued use and I was physically and mentally abused by everysingle member in my family
throughout my whole entire life, Their is so much more concerning my family I know it for a literal fact my parent's my Older sister and at least my older brother
are connected to the people who initiated this ,Ill detail these conclusion's to a lawyer eventually,Any ways Again their is so much involved in this how my parents
are connected to the people who tortured me thru GangStalking and Governement sponsered terror and Torture shceme's and Protocols,see I am ADHD with two
forms of dyslexia/I remeber the spinal taps when i was little and other doctor and hospital visits when I was real little,Thruthfully I belive i was sold to the
Governemnet by my parents as a child  for Mind contol and implantation expermentation. 
Im clean and sober today that aspect of what happened in my life is under complete control,but the GnagStalking and Electronic Harrassment and attempts at
mind control are a 24/7 experience/about 18-22 % of teh transmitted messages are sexual and alot of men always try to get my visual attention when their
transmitting them/this has happened at Henry Ford Centinniel Librarie,U of M Libray Dearborn Mi,at the Dearborn Police Station,and when I go to have a cigarette
at U of M Mich Dearborn,I have been offered money for sex by a Dearborn Heights Firefighter,and a Willits California Police officer engaged in a street theater
beofre my eyes before I decided to go to bed with him"At the time I didnt know he was part of these terror schemes". 
I have been cohersed by my mother 4 times to seek help from churches and by a Trinidad Police officer,later I found out the GangStalking is infested in Church
Leadership/AA women who sponsered me and women that the sponsers put in my life were nothin but literal Handlers to make sure they kept me busy and
abused socially to keep active addiction ongoin and when I started discovering things about who ran AA and amazingly I strated noticing multiple things in a 2-3
moth time period/Which are WHo are teh Masons this intrest actually began and was noticed by AA long Timers at a actual meeting when I took a dollar bill out of
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the coffee contruibution bowl that sits in the middle  the table and metioned after the meeting I wonder what teh pyramid and latin mean on the dollar bill i said its
intresting and that i intended to look it up,but right before this i mentioned to a sponser that i thought it was unusual that i was never once offered to attend a
Group conscious meeting and was inqiuring what happens at them-I was noticing alot alot of other stuff to,which inculded things i was sharing that i remebered my
sister used to do,anywaays they same people who did this to me did this to my sister except she decided to become a Gangstalker I decided to stick to my
christian beliefs and faith.I gotta go Ill fininsh this later subject matter wise 
God Bless all of us Ti's and their affected Loved ones 
  
God Bless all of us Ti's and their affected Loved ones 
PS I also want to make sure i post this before i forget a retired detroit Police Officer on The Greyhound bus to California told me directley that sometime a parent
will sacrifce 1 or 2 of their kids to save another,and I was also told that if I choose to write,or mail or send faxes to anyone that eventually they'd put me in the
hospital behind a door with no handle 
 


